Workflow and CIP Script

Use Workflow Rules and CIPS to Implement Your Unique Process

Layer Workflow Rules for Limitless Possibilities

Workflow and CIP Script

THE SECRET INGREDIENTS IN OUR RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Our recipe for success is equal parts your process, our customizable UI, and our configurable data model. Your process is realized with CIP by leveraging workflow rules and CIP Script (CIPS). Layer rules to create endless combinations of escalations, notifications, assignments, and approvals. Take full control at any point in your process using CIPS to make custom decisions, modify reports, interact with the user, etc. Create rich integrations with remote systems, access other databases, schedule tasks, process email messages, etc.

STANDARD WORKFLOW RULES

- Define Unlimited Rules
- Approve, Reject, Escalate
- Notifications and Assignments
- Endless Combinations

CIPS WORKFLOW ACTIONS

- Modify Existing Reports
- Create New Reports
- Synchronize Data
- Limitless Possibilities

CIPS INTEGRATIONS

- Custom UI Dialogs
- Create New Behaviors
- Data Integrations
- Scheduled Execution

Nearly any business process can be achieved with CIP Reporting’s comprehensive rules based workflow engine combined with the power of custom CIP Script (CIPS).